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Dermatologists are committed to providing the most effective and cost-efficient care and therapies to their patients. Patients suffering from chronic, disabling skin conditions face significant interference with activities of daily life and a substantial impact on their mental health and personal well-being. Access to affordable medication and other treatments for these conditions is not only medically necessary, it is life-changing.

Unfortunately, a variety of environmental factors have affected patients’ access to treatment including the following: market forces that have led to drug manufacturer consolidation or elimination; slow approval processes for both generic and specialty drugs; skyrocketing pricing of medications; insurer tiering practices that place higher cost medications out-of-reach for many patients; and policies that force drug switching or cessation of effective therapies.

While the American Academy of Dermatology Association (AADA) understands the need to manage the unpredictable and growing costs of health care, including therapy, it believes that should not be achieved at the risk of harming or by placing the economic burden on patients.

Transparency
First and foremost, the AADA supports complete transparency in insurance coverage policies for specialty, brand name and generic pharmaceuticals including copayment and coinsurance levels, and how these levels are determined. The processes utilized in setting drug prices, both specialty and generic, should be readily available and easy for patients to access. In addition, the AADA believes that patients and physicians should have access to real-time cost information available at the point of prescribing to ensure cost considerations are a meaningful part of the decision-making process.

Drug Tiering
The AADA believes it is important that strategies used to tier drugs take into account the clinical efficacy as established through scientific evidence, the equivalence of alternatives, and the cost implications to patients. Moving vital medications (such as biologics) into higher level “specialty tiers” that require patients to pay a percentage of the actual cost of these drugs rather than a reasonable fixed co-payment can impact significantly the ability of patients to access the treatment they need, costing patients hundreds, and in some cases, even thousands, of dollars per month for a single medication. This can place medically necessary treatments out of reach for average Americans.

Instead of having to pay a percentage-based co-insurance amount, the AADA supports limiting cost-sharing requirements in a specialty tier to the co-pay dollar amount applicable to drugs in a non-preferred brand tier. The AADA believes that limiting cost-sharing requirements in this manner would improve patient access to treatments and reduce financial disability while helping to constrain health care costs.

Restrictive Formularies
The AADA believes that physicians should have the entire compendium of pharmaceutical therapies available to them and the freedom to work with their patients to determine the appropriate course of treatment based on each patient’s unique circumstances. The AADA opposes the imposition by insurance companies of restrictive formularies that exclude
medications considered necessary in the provision of high quality medical care. Each formulary must be developed based on scientifically valid evidence that the selected pharmaceuticals sufficiently provide the most effective therapies for any given condition and that options are available should patients not be able to utilize a given agent due to lack of response, side effects, allergy, etc. In the interests of high-quality dermatologic care, there are specialized issues in the prescription of dermatologic products that include compounding, the delivery vehicle of the medication, the preservatives used in the medication, and the effectiveness of generic and biosimilar substitutes.\(^1\) In the event a restrictive formulary is put in place, there should be a clear and timely appeals process through which physicians may prescribe and procure medications not in the formulary without penalty to their patients.

The AADA supports more transparency in formularies including providing the estimated cost sharing and co-insurance amounts in plain language for consumers in a format that is readily accessible. When a formulary changes mid-year, this information should be promptly communicated with both providers and patients.

**Step Therapy**

The AADA is concerned that step therapy or “fail first” strategies to medication and other treatment options have the potential to negatively impact patient outcomes and quality of life. Any step therapy policy must be supported by appropriate clinical practice guidelines developed by independent experts with knowledge of the condition or conditions under consideration, high quality studies, and research and medical practice; and not solely on the basis of economic reasons. It must also make exceptions for patient characteristics and current treatment, including if the provider believes the recommended course of action by the carrier could cause harm to the patient. In general, patients must be able to have access to alternative treatments if the first line option is not optimal or contraindicated. Patients with moderate to severe disease who are stable on current therapy must be able to remain on their current treatment without penalty. Forced switching of therapy poses a significant risk to the patient of flaring of disease, immunogenicity (negative immune response), adverse effects and secondary nonresponse.\(^2\) Switching therapy can also promote a loss of effectiveness of the prescribed medication should one resume the original medication later. To avoid these adverse effects of switching therapies and to ensure adherence to a prescribed treatment plan, in the event that a patient switches insurance plans, he or she should not be forced to repeat the step therapy process if her or she went through that process with the last insurance plan.

**Prior Authorization**

Prior authorization policies for medications that are specialized, highly nuanced and patient dependent are inappropriate and place a third party, with no knowledge of the complexity or full history of a patient’s condition, in a decision-making position that is inappropriate. The choice of therapy should be between a physician and his/her patient where consideration of all factors—efficacy and safety of all treatment options, co-morbidities, and support system—are taken into account and fully discussed and vetted. Prior authorization and appeals policies should not unduly burden physicians or patients in accessing optimal drug therapy.\(^3\) The process in which prior authorization determinations are made should be standardized and the speed of determination should be quantified and minimized. Unduly delays can cause irreparable harm to patients in need of specific treatments.

---


\(^3\) H-285.965 Managed Care Cost Containment Involving Prescription Drugs; AMA Policy Compendium Sept 2015
Caps on Out-of-Pocket Costs
The AADA believes cost sharing for patients should not be excessive in that it prohibits patients from accessing prescriptions and thus jeopardizing the recommended course of treatment. Predetermined cost sharing requirements should be based on the costs of the medication, known available alternatives, severity of illness or disease and expected health outcomes. If a cap on out-of-pocket costs is in place, it must be enforced prior to the deductible being reached by the patient.

Drug Importation
For patients for whom the economic burden or other issues have left little recourse for accessing needed treatments, the AADA supports the legalized importation of prescription drug products by wholesalers and pharmacies only if: (a) all drug products meet all FDA regulatory requirements, pursuant to United States laws and regulations; (b) the drug distribution chain is "closed," and all drug products are subject to reliable, "electronic" track and trace technology; and (c) Congress grants necessary additional authority and resources to the FDA to ensure the authenticity and integrity of prescription drugs that are imported. To support patient safety efforts, the AADA will educate its members regarding the risks and benefits associated with drug importation and reimportation efforts.4

FDA Approval Processes
The AADA believes that a primary driver of pharmaceutical costs is the reduced level of competition for a variety of drugs and biologics. To that end, the AADA supports legislative efforts to provide the FDA with added authority and resources needed to expedite the review process and get additional drugs and biologics to market.

Generic Drugs
The AADA supports removing barriers to the development and entry of generic drugs in the marketplace, which will increase competition and lower prices of pharmaceuticals.

Pharmacy Benefit Managers
The AADA supports transparency in the structure in which Pharmacy Benefit Managers (PBMs) operate. The consolidation of the industry and current financial arrangements must be monitored to avoid a conflict of interest when developing formularies and/or tiers. The AADA also calls for more transparency in the negotiation process of PBMs. Further investigation is necessary to determine the extent to which PBM negotiations and arranged rebates affect formularies, tiers, and drug prices.

Brown Bagging of Pharmaceuticals
Brown bagging, in which physician-administered drugs are shipped directly from a pharmaceutical wholesaler to a patient or pharmacy rather than to the physician, after which the patient must transport the medication to the physician’s office, poses significant safety issues for chemotherapy drugs and biologics. Some medications are highly susceptible to changes in light, temperature and humidity. Exposure to adverse environmental conditions can alter the drugs’ activity and thus its effectiveness. The AAD opposes insurance plan designs that require patients to utilize this brown-bagging mechanism in order to have physician-administered medications covered, and supports maintaining physician and patient decision-making in terms of what type of arrangement is most appropriate for an individual patient.

4 D-100.983 Prescription Drug Importation and Patient Safety; AMA Policy Compendium Sept 2015
Disclaimer:
This Position Statement reflects the policy positions of the American Academy of Dermatology Association. It is provided for informational and educational purposes only. It is not intended to dictate policies and practices by health care product manufacturers, third party payors, or pharmacy benefit managers. Nor is it intended to establish a legal or medical standard of care or to reflect the position or practices of individual members of the Association who must make independent decisions about which drugs and other therapies they prescribe for their patients and the third party payors with which they enter into contractual relationships.